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INTRODUCTION - KING TECHNICAL TRADE, PAKISTAN
King Technical alternate is a globally set up commercial merchandise producer and providers with special expertise in
oil mill, solvent extraction, safe to eat oil refining vegetation, filter out housing, filter out media and warmth
exchangers, and many others.
Our corporate offices are placed in Karachi – Pakistan. the manufacturing unit in Karachi prepared with professional
technicians, quality manage personnel, committed workmen and the modern day precision equipment.
Our fabrication centers are successful in manufacturing high strain vessels and are geared up with licensed x-ray
certified welders. important to every part of the technique, our excellent department tests the undertaking at each level
making sure our customers to get advanced first-rate merchandise.
Our merchandise and system have a reputation for being robust in construction, advanced in first-class, versatile in
nature and worthwhile in operations.
Our vision is to grow thru dedication, field, and backbone. We need to be remembered through our first-class career
we’ve got given to our clients.
We take notable pleasure in the depth and breadth of our product variety, however, when you have custom or
specialized necessities, contact us to discuss. We look ahead to running with you on your destiny desires.

OUR PRODUCTS:
Pressure Leaf Filters
King Technical change Pressure Leaf filter or Horizontal strain Leaf filter (shell retraction or bundle retraction)
Dewaxing Filter

King Technical exchange dewaxing filter out is the state-of-the-art design, having the power of maintaining Filtration
Temperature
Filter Cloth
As filter out material producers and filter out material providers in Pakistan, King Technical change takes special care
to check the client’s process in designing filter cloth tailored for his or her precise desires. Our automated production
device ensures reliable, particular merchandise that performs constantly. The result is cost-powerful clear out an
operation with lower exertions expenses and a manner flow that meet your desires.
Heat Exchanger Gaskets
With services ranging from Plate warmness Exchanger Gaskets and Refurbishment to design and Manufacture, King
Technical exchange offers a full PHE carrier for all necessities.
Filter Bags
King Technical filter bag housing can take care of flows as low as 20 gpm and as excessive as numerous thousand
gpm.
Filter Media
Custom producer & dressmaker of strain filter media & filtering systems, inclusive of biodiesel and fit to be eaten oil
filters.
Plate Type Heat Exchanger
The coronary heart of a Plate Type Heat Exchanger is a p.c. of embossed plates with apertures.
Physical Oil Refinery
King Technical trade has designed a really perfect physical Oil Refinery & bodily deodorizing plant for one-of-a-kind
Oil and really excessive capacities & in operation since final a few years.
Filter Housing
Filter housings perform a vital feature inside the liquid/chemical/water/oil filtration operation.
Cooling Tower
Since such a variety of years we built up a scope of cooling towers which fuse the accompanying genuine focal points
to better manage the condition.
Filter Leaf
King filter leaf bag (liquid filter structures) are easy to perform, flexible and fee cost-effective.
For more details, please visit https://www.businessbook.pk/detail/king-chemicals-and-technicals-karachi-119286

